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This collection covers the best classical composers, performers, and conductors, past and present, as well as the most iconic symphonies and operas in the world. Learn the stories behind these incredible works of art and let yourself get swept away by their movements. Stroll through Boston’s Symphony Hall during intermission, and the concourse
will be mobbed with fur-swaddled dowagers and retired bankers teetering around in 60-year-old J. Press suits?not exactly the picture of hipness. Certainly not as hip as the performers they’re coming to see. The classical music world has hit cyberspace like a Wagner finale. Musicians from bassoonists to the percussionist who crashes the cymbals are
establishing a serious Internet presence, creating websites to promote their virtuosity. In addition to digitized photos, rŽsumŽs, biographies and performance dates, many musicians?like Simon O’Neill, a tenor at the Juilliard Opera Center in New York City?are even sticking MP3s of their performance up on their sites so that prospective bookers can
preview how they sound. O’Neill, a New Zealand native, says it’s been a huge boon to his career. He’s doing a professional recital series later this year. The producers first heard him on his site, www.simononeill .com. “It’s wonderful how the Internet is like that,” he says.John Robinson, executive director of Frank Salomon Associates, a New York City
management company that represents classical performers, agrees that a Web presence can really help an up-and-coming artist develop a fan base. The Buffalo, N.Y.-based Amherst Saxophone Quartet has a particularly sophisticated website, amherstsaxophonequartet .buffalo.edu, that features concert clips and CDs available for purchase online. “I
think they do get bookings and can convert certain presenters by pointing them to the site and having them listen around,” he says. In the future, Robinson adds, “everyone will need to do this, and it’ll be an advantage to be ahead of the curve.” If you want to make the most of your digital music collection, it makes sense to invest in a decent DAC
(Digital Analogue Converter). While DACs are commonplace - you’ll find them in any digital audio device with an analogue output - most aren't up to the challenge of procuring the best audio. The majority sound perfectly adequate, but there can be big sonic gains to be had when using a standalone DAC purpose built to restore digital music to
something akin to its original analogue waveform.UK Hi-Fi outfit Chord Electronics is renowned for its innovative DACs. This is because the company doesn’t buy off-the-shelf solutions; it designs its own from the ground up. The Qutest can be found at the higher end of the DAC market, and as part of Chord’s Hugo range is a direct replacement for
the 2Cute. It's expensive, certainly, but as it mirrors tech found in the brand’s step-up Hugo 2 which sells for twice as much, it can genuinely be construed as one of the best bargains in high-end audio.DesignRather compact, the Qutest measures a convenient 41 x 160 x 72mm (H/W/D) and features a beautiful brushed aluminium case, with
characteristic Infinity Stone-style LED selectors. The quality of finish is dreamy. Up top is a glass porthole with a color coded sample rate indicator. Red indicates 44.1kHz PCM data, with colors cycling as the sample rate rises. This rainbow interface may look fun but it’s not particularly intuitive. Input selection is also color coded, with the
polycarbonate input selection button glowing white for USB, yellow and red for the two BNC coaxials, and green for optical. The brightness of its LEDs can be altered between ‘high’ and ‘low’ by pressing the ‘filter’ and ‘input’ buttons simultaneously; just as well, as in a dark room it’s as festive as a Christmas tree.Thankfully, despite its high-end
aspirations, there’s really not much involved in setting up. Once powered, the Qutest goes through a short initialization routine, and then you’re good to go. Image Credit: Chord Electronics FeaturesThe Qutest offers wide-ranging sample support: A USB type-B handles PCM up to 32-bit 768kHz, or DSD 512; there’s a 24-bit 192kHz optical digital
audio input, plus two BNC coaxials, which stretch to 24-bit 384kHz, or 768kHz in parallel dual-data mode. The latter can be used with Chord’s M-Scaler CD upscaler, which has a matching dual-data output. Useful, but we would've liked a convenient standard coaxial input.Analogue output is via unbalanced phonos, suitable for use with integrated
amps, preamps and headphone amps, and source components might typically include CD transports, players, streaming devices, set top boxes and laptops. The Qutest is compatible with Mac OS X, Linux and Windows. The Chord website is the place for Windows drivers.Unfortunately, there’s no support for MQA decoding. Sorry Tidal fans.Image
Credit: TechRadar PerformanceThe only reason to invest in a high calibre DAC like this is to extract more detail from your digital recordings - and there’s no question that the Qutest succeeds in that regard as it lifted a veil on David Bowie’s Diamond Dogs (a Japanese SHM-CD release). During the opening of Future Legend, just before the band crash
in the album’s title track, we found ourselves able to isolate hubbub in the faux crowd that we’ve not pinpointed before in umpteen listens. Similarly, the lilting piano refrain in Sweet Thing found itself elevated above that track’s improvised chaos. Using the Qutest was like hearing the song again for the first time.But a good DAC isn’t just defined by
detail. It’s also about creating an intangible, heightened emotional connection to your music.Queen Live at the Rainbow ‘74 (CD), painstakingly restored and remastered, punched us in the chest. Freddy teasing ‘Here I stand’ before the band thunder into Now I’m Here, seemed almost three dimensional via this Chord.Moving from 16-bit to 24-bit files
proves equally entertaining. Fritz Kreisler’s Viennese Caprice, a delightful dance for violin and orchestra, confirms a wonderful lightness of touch, while Mozart’s Piano Sonata in B Major is deliciously evocative. Shut your eyes and you could almost be walking alongside the composer to the Maria Prain church on the outskirts of Salzburg. Image
Credit: Chord Electronics How is it doing that?While there's a lot happening under the hood, four frequency-shaping filters are available which tailor the tonal characteristic of the DAC. They comprise Incisive Neutral, Incisive Neutral with an HF roll-off, Warm and the same with an HF roll-off. It’s best to take the labelling of these with a pinch of salt.
The differences between them are far more subtle than their tags might suggest.According to notes supplied by Chord, the Incisive Neutral filter offers a full, unexpurgated sound spectrum, regardless of sample rate, while the HF roll-off edition is for use with high sample rate PCM. The Warm filter aims to do what it says on the tin, again with an HF
roll-off filter for high resolution PCM playback.If this all sounds a bit familiar, it’s because it is. The Qutest shares the same DAC design and frequency filter set as that much more expensive Hugo 2 (£1800). The difference is there’s no headphone amplifier or rechargeable battery here. Despite its handy size, the Qutest is unapologetically a desktop
design. Perhaps as a consequence, there’s no Bluetooth on-board either. Of the four filters, our default was the Incisive Neutral, simply because of its stunning clarity, offering almost seismic definition between instruments and vocals and inviting you to dissect familiar songs.Final verdictWhile the proprietary FPGA technology behind the Qutest may
be mind-meltingly complex, you don’t need to understand how it works to appreciate the nuance and detail it reveals. That being said, offering gloriously detailed sound and exhilarating to listen to, the Qutest is a fabulous desktop DAC. There are minor caveats, like the lack of MQA support and Bluetooth - and the design is definitely idiosyncratic but there’s no question that it’s an immaculate musical performer. The Chord Qutest is a perfect fusion of science and art.TODAY'S BEST DEALS With a history leaping back 700 years and several compositional and instrumental styles, finding classical music that fits your tastes can be a daunting task. Use this guide to classical music to learn about
the styles, artists, and elements that have made up this genre for centuries. Tom Grill / Getty Images We've learned about the I - IV - V chords as well as the ii, iii and vi chords. Now let's play around with all these chords and see what melodies we can create. Examples: Key of C: C - F - G - C Key of D: D - G - A - D Key of E : E - A - B - E Examples: Key
of F: F - A - Bb - G - FKey of G: G - B - C - A - GKey of A: A - C# - D - B - A Examples: Key of B: B - G# - C# - F# - BKey of Db: Db - Bb - Eb - Ab - DbKey of Eb: Eb - C - F - Bb - EbKey of Gb: Gb - Eb - Ab - Db - Gb Examples: Key of Ab: Ab - Bbm - Cm - Db - Eb - AbKey of Bb: Bb - Cm - Dm - Eb - F - Bb Examples: Key of C: C - Am - Dm - G - CKey of D: D - Bm
- Em - A - D Using the I - vi - IV - V - I - vi - V - I chord pattern play the following chords: C - Am - F - G - C - A - G - C Listen to it several times, what songs come to mind when you play this pattern? One example that uses this pattern is the song "Unchained Melody." Try it: C - AmOh my love Fmy darling GI hunger for Cyour love Ama long Glonely time
Then back to C for the second verse. You can play around with various chord patterns to see what other melodies you can come up with.
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